The National Wild Turkey Federation is the premier conservation organization dedicated to upholding and promoting America’s hunting heritage. Each year, NWTF members and volunteers congregate for fellowship, fun and to raise money to support the NWTF’s Save the Habitat, Save the Hunt initiative at nearly 2,000 Hunting Heritage Banquets across the country.

Once again, we present to our chapters a package with an array of quality, one-of-a-kind products — everything from hand-made turkey calls to fine jewelry — to help them raise funds to benefit the wild turkey and its conservation. So kick back, eat some good food and prepare for a bidding war on these hot-ticket items.

**Stevens 320 Pump Shotgun**
The Stevens 320 field grade 12-gauge shotgun in NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession camo comes with a 22-inch barrel. Features synthetic stock, carbon-steel barrel, vented rib, fiber-optic sights and removable choke tubes.

**NWTF Galvanized Wall Art**
Display your passion for conservation with a rustic look using this galvanized wall art, featuring NWTF logos and hunting themes throughout.
**DIMENSIONS:** 37"H x 14"W x 2"D

**Turkey Accent Lamp**
Accent any room or patio with this rounded, iron-encased turkey lamp. Lined with wood-chip parchment paper, the light comes with a soft white 15-watt candelabra bulb to give off a warm glow.
"Double Vision"
by Dallen Lambson
Wildlife artist Dallen Lambson’s work depicts two gobblers in full strut surveying a small clearing in anticipation of springtime affection.
EDITIONS: 1,725
DIMENSIONS: 26.875"W x 21"H

Cambridge Swing
The envy of any front porch. This Meranti wood swing comes with hanging chains and is accented by a centered NWTF medallion on the front. Perfect for those lazy afternoons spent lounging in the shade. Iced tea sold separately. Suitable for covered outdoor areas.

Boyt 3-piece set
Showcase your passion for the wild turkey in the field or at the range with these heavy-duty, cotton canvas accessories. The Boyt Sporting Clays Bag (top) comes equipped with plenty of interior room for your shells and shooting gear, side compartments and a carrying strap. The Boyt Sportsman’s Duffel (middle) can go anywhere in style with multiple zippered compartments and sturdy brass clasp shoulder straps. The Boyt Shotgun Case (bottom) will carry firearms up to 52 inches comfortably and includes an accessory side pocket with elastic holders to keep your shells or choke tubes handy. All three feature the Boyt logo and leather trim with the NWTF logo embossed on a classic leather patch.
“The Slip” by Ryan Kirby
Stealth is this backwoods bruiser’s game. Ryan Kirby’s limited edition art encapsulates the beauty of the majestic whitetail and the frustrations of an outwitted hunter.
EDITIONS: 1,725
DIMENSIONS: 35.25”W x 26.125”H

Wooden Shooter’s Chest
Customized with NWTF logo, this dual use cabinet and shooter’s stand will display any long gun with pride thanks to its adjustable gun forks. Includes durable leather handle and accessory compartments.
DIMENSIONS: 19”L x 9¼”W x 9¼”H
"Morning Layover"
by Greg Alexander (Giclée)
Canvasback drakes and hens drift on a pond under the cover of cattails and reeds. It’s a scene from a waterfowler’s dream expertly recreated on canvas.
EDITIONS: 1,725
DIMENSIONS: 31½”W x 22”H

Mango Wood Trays
Serve drinks and more with this set of two mango wood trays, complemented by brass antler handles with NWTF logo in the center of each tray.
DIMENSIONS: 24” x 20”L and 14.5” x 10.5”W x 1.8”H

Schultz Trunks
This set of three classically designed trunks is lightweight and leather trimmed. Each includes NWTF medallion.
DIMENSIONS:
Small: 11.8”H x 19.7”W x 11”D
Medium: 13.5”H x 23.6”W x 13.4”D
Large: 16.5”H x 27.5”W x 15.8”D
“This Is Deere Country” by Dave Barnhouse
The iconic John Deere hard at work diskig a field as the sun rises on another morning in small town USA: It’s a tradition of blood, sweat and tears only farmers can know. This is living off the land. This is America.
EDITIONS: 1,725
DIMENSIONS: 35.375”W x 23”H

Knife of the Year by Silver Stag
The Backwoods Pro Custom knife is craftsmanship at its finest. This handmade D2 steel blade with tiger maple wood* handle has extensive hand file work on the spine of the blade. Includes mosaic pins, an upgraded handmade leather sheath and wood display box with NWTF logo on the box lid. Lifetime warranty.
EDITIONS: 1,700
*Maple wood color, texture and tone may vary; no two knives will be identical

“Moment of Truth” by Michael Sieve
A gobbler on the edge of a wood line, just steps away from shooting range. With the fourth in a limited edition series of five, Michael Sieve captures the moment all turkey hunters work for.
EDITIONS: 2,000
DIMENSIONS: 23¾”W x 29¾”H
Cast Iron Tractor Seat Stools
These old farmhouse tractor seat stools are a rustic collectable made by Carolina Chair and Table Company. Includes NWTF medallion in the center of the stool.

“The Blind” by Gary Moss
It’s as clear as black and white. These two labs patiently sitting at the edge of a blind can’t wait for the first shotgun blast to put them to work.
Editions: 1,725
Dimensions: 23¾”W x 29 ¾”H

Oak Ridge Boss by Neil Rizos
Our limited-edition wild turkey sculpture is cast of fine resins and finished with patinas and metallic paint, carefully matched to accent all subtle details within the artwork.
Editions: 1,725
"Echo in the Oaks" Stamp Frame by Melissa Ball
An old longbeard is perched on an oak limb playing reveille from the roost. It’s the wake-up call we all love to hear before the dew dissipates. Surrounded by a collection of NWTF commemorative stamps, this eye-catching piece works well in the home or office.
Dimensions: 20"W x 18 1/2"H

Grove Park Artisan-Style Mission Rocker
A stylish complement to any room in the house. This rich chestnut-finished rocker comes with an upholstered seat and back cushion. Vintage leather-looking micro suede cushions are guaranteed to improve your evening relaxation. NWTF medallion featured on the front of rocker.
Mossy Oak Obsession Mini Bike
Leave ‘em in the dust with a powerful 80cc 2.5-horsepower four-stroke overhead valve engine that tops out at 26 mph. The mini bike features an automatic, no-shift centrifugal force clutch, easy pull starter and hand-operated, cable-actuated rear disc brakes. Equipped with off-road tubeless pneumatic tires with steel rims. Recommended for ages 16+.

“Bearly Time” (Giclée) by Greg Alexander
After a tough day at work, sometimes we need to sprawl out and relax. This black bear shows us how it’s done as it rests on a mountain brook with a serene fall backdrop.
Editions: 1,725
Dimensions: 31½”W x 22”H
Hall Bench
Sturdy wood bench with NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession seat cushion and built-in shelf compartments. Features the NWTF medallion in the center of the bench.
DIMENSIONS: 50"W x 17"D x 20"H

Galvanized Beverage Tub or Planter
Party or plant? You decide with this drink tub/planter. One large galvanized tub sits on top, with a smaller tub below on a solid metal frame that will enhance any garden or deck. Includes NWTF logo.
DIMENSIONS: 30.75"H x 32"W x 15"D
D’Holder Bowie Knife
Custom knife displayed in coordinating wood box with beveled tempered glass. Knife features contoured, shaped handle, polished brass guard and stainless steel blade. Blade has custom NWTF scene laser engraved with the maker’s signature tang stamp.

Black Pearl Knotted Necklace
Wilderness Mint’s 16-inch “Charleston” style sterling silver and black freshwater pearl knotted necklace is designed for the 21st century Scarlett O’Hara. The shimmering sterling silver chain highlighted by polished black pearls makes a fantastic fashion statement.

Black Pearl Knotted Earrings
This “Charleston” style sterling silver and black freshwater pearl knotted earring set, designed by Wilderness Mint, is luminous, compelling and complimentary to any ensemble.
**Silent Auction or Raffle Products**

**Remington Hunting Knife**
Black coated stainless skinner blade. Black rubber handle with ridged pattern for sure grip and molded finger guard. Knife includes NWTF logo on the blade, lanyard hole and black ballistic nylon belt sheath.
*Overall length: 9 3/4”*  
*Blade length: 4 1/2”*

**Growler and Glassware Set**
Break out the brew with this amber growler and mixer glass set. Growler features the NWTF logo in white on two sides. Two 16-ounce mixer glasses go retro with the NWTF circle logo in full color.

**Metal Pocket Wall Clock**
Not just any ordinary wall clock. This clock comes with a unique design and five metal shelf pockets to help you keep track of time and your belongings. Includes NWTF logo.
*Dimensions: 42.25”H x 13.75”W x 2.75”D*

**Wine Bottle Holder**
Showcase your wine collection with this wire-framed wine bottle holder with NWTF logo. Holds up to five bottles in an elegant design by IMAX.
*Dimensions: 29”H x 11”W x 7”D*
Browning Fixed-Blade Knife
Stainless drop-point blade with contoured Micarta handles. Features brushed stainless finger guard and pommel, brass and stainless spacer stripes. Knife includes NWTF logo on the blade, lanyard hole and black ballistic nylon belt sheath with protective insert.
**Overall length:** 8 3/4"  
**Blade length:** 4"  

Modern Sporting Rifle Carrying Case
Head to the field or range knowing your AR/AK-style rifle is protected with this 36-inch contoured MSR carrying case. The carrying case sports the NWTF logo and features a back sling and four external magazine pockets.

Ammunition Box
Celebrate the history of Winchester and the NWTF's legacy of conservation with this pine ammunition box. Features Winchester’s 150th Anniversary logo on the front and NWTF logo on the lid; finished in a dark brown stain, sanded, sealed and lacquered.
**Dimensions:** 16" W x 10" H x 10" L  
**Weight:** 16 lbs.

The Turkinator
The Turkinator by Bubba Blade is the ultimate turkey boning knife. It has a 6-inch blade and 5-inch Mossy Oak Obsession camo handle. Features a stainless steel blade with nonstick coating. Patented textured no-slip grip stays sticky when wet for total grip security.
**Overall length:** 11"
NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession Toolbox
A tough-built toolbox made of the highest quality material. Adorned with the NWTF powder-coated logo, heavy-duty, rust-resistant latches and a removable tray.

Zink Calls Wicked Series Slate
The Wicked Series is the only custom friction call on the market constructed with impregnated wood — infusing acrylic in the Brazilian Cherry pan allows the call to be completely weatherproof with unmatched sound quality.

Electric Water Smoker
With 585 square inches of cooking space, this tiered electric water smoker can handle plenty of food. Cooking grates, water bowl and wood chip pan are all porcelain coated for years of low-and-slow cooking. Includes temperature gauge and features a side access door for adding charcoal and water.
DIMENSIONS: 22.44”W x 17.52”H x 32.67”L

Avian X LCD Strutter Decoy
The Lifelike Collapsible Decoy Strutter is detailed for superior realism. 15 percent smaller than a real turkey, it’s light and easy to pack in the field for any turkey hunting scenario. Comes with a carry bag and collapsible stake.
NWTF Grand Slam Turkey Vest by ALPS OutdoorZ
The ultimate turkey vest in NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession camo. Includes state-of-the-art features, such as the “sit anywhere” kickstand frame, thick padded fold-away seat, a smart-phone sleeve that allows you to use your phone while it’s still in the pack and a removable diaphragm call pocket. This vest delivers.

Table and Chairs Combo by ALPS OutdoorZ
Go anywhere with this double-barrel table and crossover chairs package. The double-barrel table is quick and easy to set up and includes two table surfaces: one perfect for games and other activities and a lower surface with cup holders. Two crossover chairs fold flat for easy travel and feature a cool mesh seat and strong construction (300-pound capacity). Comes in NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession camo.

NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession Canopy
Stay in the shade or out of the rain with the 9 x 9 NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession canopy. Silk screen NWTF logos adorn all four sides. Carrying case included.
SPONSOR GIFT

Boyt/NWTF Soft Cooler
Boyt and NWTF have teamed up for the perfect soft cooler to take to the woods or the beach. Ideal insulation for a 12 pack of your favorite beverage, this soft-sided cooler comes in black with the new NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession trim design.

LARGE SELECTION FROM: DRAKE • MPW • GAMEKEEPER • AND MORE
CALL (877) 622-5779 FOR ORDERING INFORMATION

MACK'S PRAIRIE WINGS
Official Provider of the New NWTF Chapter Shirt Program
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